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Abstract: Growing expectations and interest in the metaverse have increased the need to explore
the public hype. This study measured the hype in the South Korean metaverse context and ana‑
lyzed its temporal pattern. To this end, 129,032 tweets from Korean users who used the “metaverse”
keywordwere collected, and 86,901 tweets were analyzed. Using BERT‑based topic modeling, a con‑
tent analysis was performed. The extracted topics were classified into three expectation frameworks:
specific expectations, generalized expectations, and frames. Our results imply that the pre‑emptive
inflation of expectations by the Korean government caused the public’s excessive expectations of
the metaverse. Additionally, by using Twitter as a source for analyzing user‑perceived hype, it was
confirmed that the public responds to the expectations of other actors about the technology rather
than expecting the technology itself. Furthermore, pronounced hype dynamics were observed by
analyzing the distribution of topics over time.
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1. Introduction
Since 2020, the metaverse has attracted significant attention [1]. The metaverse is a

space where individuals interact with the world, objects, people, and even the real world
by using an avatar representing themselves in a three‑dimensional virtual world [2,3]. It is
expected that the metaverse will engage in and facilitate a wide range of economic sectors,
including the medical field, education, ecommerce, and entertainment [4]. The worldwide
metaverse market was valued at USD 38.85 billion in 2021, and it is expected to exceed
USD 772.24 billion by 2030 [5]. However, there are criticisms of the expectations for the
metaverse, such as that the metaverse is nothing more than a buzzword—a new product
of companies for commercial profit [6]. Such excessive expectations and disappointment
of new technologies suggest that the technology has hype [7,8].

Hype is described as intense and excessive advertising or sales promotions intended
to foster a positive environment before and after launching a technology or product [9].
Hype is created to increase the success of the introduction, but it can also be harmful; when
a product or service is over‑hyped, the public can easily be disappointed [10]. However,
despite its drawbacks, hype aims to make technology more enticing.

Hype is a concept that has been widely used in business but has recently begun to be
used as a theoretical background for studying the diffusion and acceptance of technology
in academia [11]. In particular, Gartner’s hype cycle model has gained substantial atten‑
tion from practitioners; however, over recent decades, it has received rapidly increasing
attention from the technology and innovation management literature [7,12].
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2. Metaverse
Themetaverse is an interactive and immersive virtualworld, allowing users to engage

with the world and interact with objects using their avatars [1,13]. Recent developments in
immersive technologies, such as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and mixed
reality (MR), as well as more advanced network technologies, such as 5G Internet, enable
the Metaverse to serve as a space for learning, business, and entertainment [14].

The tech sector is looking at the metaverse as having new economic potential because
of the recent boom in interest [1]. Through the metaverse, businesses may engage cus‑
tomers and employees virtually and expand into new markets. Facebook, a social net‑
working giant, has declared its intention to embrace the metaverse as the next phase of
social interaction and has even changed its corporate name to Meta to reflect their commit‑
ment to the metaverse [15]. Additionally, Nvidia and Microsoft pioneered the market by
developing their own metaverses, known as Omniverse and Teams [1].

In addition, there is ongoing academic research on the metaverse. Since the term is
in the early stages of gaining attention, studies are being conducted to argue for the meta‑
verse’s definition, opportunities, and challenges. Park and Kim [16] examined research
on the related metaverse, avatar, and extended reality (XR) concepts. Park and Kim ad‑
dressed the three essential parts of the metaverse (hardware, software, and content) in
detail. Dwivedi et al. [17] investigated metaverse topics in detail by combining a well‑
informed narrative with a multidimensional approach from specialists with various aca‑
demic backgrounds to the facets of the metaverse and its transformative effects.

2.1. Hype in the Metaverse
Despite the explosive interest, there have been criticisms of the metaverse. Some crit‑

ics refer to the metaverse as an ambiguous concept, a kind of existing virtual world newly
declared by IT giants [18]. Alternatively, another criticism is that the metaverse is just a
buzzword to encourage new consumption [6]. Others, however, think that the metaverse
is not just a fad but an evolution already in motion [19]. Technology businesses generate
enthusiasm for the metaverse by declaring themselves metaverse companies or building
a metaverse to supplement and enhance people’s physical and digital realities [20]. These
expectations and criticisms of the metaverse suggest that there is hype in the metaverse.

As a proxy for measuring hype, prior studies used the volume of related literature
publications and related keyword search queries [11]. The following section describes
these twometaverse indicators. First, 784 publicationswere found by searching the Scopus
database using the keyword “metaverse” (see Figure 1). Studies related to the metaverse
surged to over 549 publications in 2022, with most publications coming from China, the
US, and South Korea, in that order.
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Second, search traffic was analyzed using Google Trends. Figure 2 shows a repre‑
sentation of the number of metaverse‑related web searches on Google over the last five
years. The blue line indicates global search queries with the term ‘metaverse’, while the
orange line accounts for searches including ‘metaverse’ or “
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” (metaverse in Ko‑
rean) in South Korea. Search traffic peaked in October 2021 in both Korea and the rest
of the world. The amount of search traffic in Korea started to increase from February to
October 2021, whereas worldwide interest sharply increased in October 2021. This peak
in metaverse‑related search traffic was maintained until February 2022 and then started a
gradual decline. While a global decrease in search traffic can be observed, the decline in
search queries in Korea appears to be less steep.
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These trends indicate that the metaverse is receiving relatively high interest in Korea.
This is due to the activeness of government policies and corporate activities regarding the
metaverse. The Korean government aspires to take the lead in the metaverse market and
plans to fund the development of the metaverse with KRW 9.3 trillion by 2022. An esti‑
mated KRW 2.6 trillion (approximately USD 2.2 billion) will be spent on blockchain, the
metaverse, and other related technologies by 2025 [21]. Moreover, the Ministry of Science
and ICT launched the Metaverse Economic, Social, and Cultural Forum on 30 September
2021, in order to predict and respond to the economic and social changes caused by the
metaverse [22]. Owing to such active investment and support for the metaverse, interest
in the metaverse is growing rapidly in Korea.

Previous studies have examined the implications of the metaverse in Korea. Han
and Kim [22] identified topics andmajor keywords by collecting and analyzing metaverse‑
related news data through topic modeling. Furthermore, Kim et al. [23] presented impli‑
cations for the metaverse phenomenon in Korean society by analyzing news data through
collection and topic modeling. In addition, Lee [19] identified and analyzed the hype
of the metaverse in Korea through a time‑dependent count of search traffic, news arti‑
cles, and research articles and applied topic modeling for analysis of news articles and
research articles.

Although these studies use data‑driven analysis to reveal interest in and expecta‑
tions of the metaverse in Korea, they have limitations in that they only describe the re‑
sults without providing a theoretical explanation [24]. Therefore, this study analyzes the
metaverse hype in the Korean context by referring to the hype cycle model and its
theoretical discussion.

2.2. Hype Cycle Model
One commonly used approach for mapping the trajectory of a technology in terms of

its perceived value or visibility over time is the hype cycle model, which was created by
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Gartner Inc. back in 1995 [11]. It is created by combining two unique equations/curves; the
first is human‑centric and expresses expectations in the form of a hype‑level curve, and the
second is a traditional technical S‑curve depicting technological maturity) [25].

This hype cycle is divided into five stages (see Figure 3):
1. Innovation trigger: The hype cycle for innovation or technology begins with a first

event that sparks the interest of the media and industry. Public presentations, re‑
search publications, news items or opinions, and the registration of patents are exam‑
ples of how an event might take place.

2. Peak of inflated expectations: A peak in public conversations, optimistic future pre‑
dictions, and upbeat expectations that may exceed the reality of the innovation’s ca‑
pabilities.

3. Trough of disillusionment: Expectations gradually decline over time. Extremely op‑
timistic and hyped projections about the innovation’s potential will scale back.

4. Slope of enlightenment: The innovation has passed the hype stage and becomes ma‑
ture. Increased adoption leads to a greater understanding of the technology context,
which improves performance. Thismaypersuademore people to adopt the invention.

5. Plateau of productivity: Innovation’s acceptance rate continues to rise as its benefits
and real‑world applications are confirmed. Adoption spreads throughout society and
organizations, with the levels of perceived risk now greatly reduced.
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Hype Cycle Model in the Literature
Although the hype cycle model has received continuous attention from practitioners,

its discussion has been lacking in academia. In the last decade, scholars have attempted to
theoretically establish anddevelop the hype cyclemodel [11]. There are twomajor research
problems in hype cycle studies: (1) How can hype be detected and measured? (2) Is the
trajectory of the hype cycle model reasonable?

The horizontal axis (x) of the hype cycle represents the passage of time, and the vertical
axis (y) represents expectations [25]. The variables of expectation include news volume,
news sentiment, financial factors, and the level of web andmarket research data indicators.
It is measured using a proxy indicator [25].

Previous research has sought theoretical confirmation of the hype cycle through em‑
pirical investigations. Järvenpää and Mäkinen [9] explored the application of the hype
cycle to real‑world empirical data. Comparing the publication trends of tech newspapers
(e.g., Electronic Engineering Times) and mainstream newspapers (e.g., New York Times)
on DVD players, they suggest that the peak of hype appeared earlier in the former. In sub‑
sequent studies, qualitative analysis was performed with quantitative analysis. Alkemade
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and Suurs [7] first examined the expectations associated with three sustainable mobility
technologies in the Netherlands using the Lexis/Nexis news database. Concurrently, Alke‑
made and Suurs specified some crucial characteristics of each article, such as whether the
expectation is positive or negative, whether the expectation is general or specific, whether
the expectation is short‑ or long‑term, and who is stating the expectation. The strategic
responses of those involved in the development of stationary fuel cell innovation were
examined using news article content analysis [26]. According to their findings, many arti‑
cles were upbeat when the hype was building and less optimistic when expectations were
falling short.

In addition, some studies have approached new data. Publications by Jun [27,28] sup‑
port the “search traffic” technique for researching and predicting technological adoption.
Jun examined hype cycles in relation to the user, producer (or researcher), and informa‑
tion distributor—the three major actors that make up a socio‑technical system [29]. Data
were acquired via web search traffic for users, patent applications for producers, and news
articles for information distributors.

In line with these studies, there are two considerations in measuring expectations
in the hype cycle. First, qualitative analysis, such as content analysis, should be con‑
ducted to measure expectations. Second, hype phenomena may be observed differently
by different stakeholders.

Conversely, there have been discussions about the shape of the hype cycle suggested
by Gartner. As previously stated, the hype cycle is a time‑based trajectory separated into
five stages. Empirical studies have been conducted to determine whether real‑world tech‑
nologies follow this pattern.

According to Van Lente et al. [8], the hype curve can be determined by three fac‑
tors: the shape of the peak, the depth of the dip, and the overall length of the hype. The
study found variances based on the characteristics of the technology or the environment
surrounding it. This shows that the pattern of actual technological expectations does not
correspond to the hype cycle. Dedehayir and Steinert [11] attempted to demonstrate the
explanatory capacity of the hype cycle through a meta‑analysis of empirical studies. Only
nine of the twenty‑three empirical findings are explained by the authors as having dis‑
played a hype cycle pattern. In eight other studies, a pattern of hype disappointment was
observed. However, this pattern did not fully represent a hype cycle pattern because there
was no recovery time after the disappointment. Additionally, there were two occurrences
of fluctuating dynamics and six cases with many peaks and troughs.

According to these studies, the hype pattern does not always follow the trajectory
proposed by Gartner. The hype surrounding technology diffusion varies according to the
characteristics of the technology and external events [8]. Despite the uncertainty about
these hype cycle patterns, measuring and tracking the hype and hype dynamics of tech‑
nology has value as a tool for understanding and predicting the adoption of technological
innovations [11].

2.3. Research Framework
Based on the review of literature discussed above, it is evident that hype surrounding

the metaverse exists, emphasizing the importance of conducting research in the Korean
context. Our analysis of previous studies on the hype surrounding new technologies re‑
vealed two key theoretical insights. Firstly, measuring hype requires both quantitative and
qualitative analyses, and themeasurement should be tailored to suit the perspectives of dif‑
ferent stakeholders. Secondly, the trajectory of the hype cycle model does not necessarily
align with the diffusion pattern of technology in the real world. Instead, it depends on the
characteristics of the technology and the surrounding environment.

On the other hand, previous studies on the hype surrounding the metaverse have
primarily measured hype through the lens of the three stakeholders proposed by Jun [29].
However, these studies have been limited in their qualitative measurement of user hype
and have provided little discussion based on the unique characteristics of the metaverse
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and its surrounding environment. To address this gap in the literature, this study aims to
perform a qualitative analysis of user hype within the metaverse and provide an interpre‑
tation of the results based on the distinct characteristics of the metaverse, as well as the
temporal and contextual factors specific to the Korean context.

This study analyzed social media data from Twitter to qualitatively investigate the
diffusion of hype by users. Social media is considered a medium for generating and trans‑
mitting critical information and drawing attention as a research topic [30,31]. Unlike other
social media platforms for friendships or personal exchanges, Twitter is a channel with sig‑
nificant information‑type network features, such as quick distribution of information and
sharing of opinions on societal topics [32]. In previous studies, Twitter data were used to
analyze innovation diffusion patterns [33].

In prior studies, content analysis has been offered as a qualitative approach for identi‑
fying hype. A previous study used content analysis to categorize data (e.g., articles, events)
as positive/negative, specific/general, based on researcher’s assessment [7]. However, this
strategy has the limitation that personal bias could arise. Therefore, this study adopts topic
modeling as an objective content analysis to address this shortcoming. Topic modeling is
a useful methodology for deriving a latent agenda in a large amount of text and is used in
social media data analysis research [34].

Therefore, this study investigates users’ perceptions of the metaverse in the Korean
context using two years of Twitter data. The research questions were as follows:

RQ1: What hype about the metaverse happens on Twitter by Korean users?

RQ2: How has the hype of the metaverse changed over the past two years?

3. Method
3.1. Data Collection

To answer the research questions, 129,032 Twitter posts spanning a two‑year period
were collected. The collected tweets were posted between 1 September 2020 and 31 Au‑
gust 2022. This follows prior literature that metaverse‑related tweets started appearing in
the fourth quarter of 2020 [19]. Only tweets containing the Korean keyword “
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(metaverse in Korean) were collected. The Twitter developer API and Python program‑
ming language were used for the data collection.

3.2. Data Pre‑Processing
A series of pre‑processing steps were performed on the textual data using Python

to prepare the tweet dataset for analysis. First, normalization was performed on the text
for Korean natural language analysis. Retweets, mentions, URLs, and hashtags were re‑
moved and all texts that did not correspond toKorean, such as English letters and numbers,
were excluded. After removing duplicate texts in the original dataset of 129,032 tweets,
86,303 tweets remained. Additionally, words with little semantic significance were elimi‑
nated from the corpus, such as the Korean equivalents of the stop words “this” and “that.”

3.3. Topic Modeling
Topic modeling was used to extract latent topics from the tweet data. The main pur‑

pose of this analysis is to examine the discourses that primarily appear and to determine
how often these topics appeared over the two years.

Topic modeling is a clustering method to extract latent topics from vast amounts of
textual data [35]. Topic modeling is used in scientific research as a method for classifica‑
tion, categorization, and segmentation of textual data [36–38]. In this study, Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is used for topic modeling. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation and Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis have been widely used for
topic modeling; however, these methods require several topics and morpheme analysis
to obtain optimal results, and they have the disadvantage of ignoring semantic relation‑
ships [39]. Therefore, the BERTopic technique was proposed to generate a coherent topic
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expression by utilizing the clustering technique and class‑based transformation of term
frequency‑inverse document frequency (TF‑IDF) [39]. BERTopic is a topic modeling tech‑
nique that uses BERT‑based embedding and c‑TF‑IDFwordweights in the text embedding
stage and then performs text clustering for each domain to find potentiallymeaningful top‑
ics in the text [39]. BERTopic was confirmed to show high topic coherence and diversity
compared to other topic modeling techniques.

The BERTopic package in Python was used. The pre‑processed text dataset was em‑
beddedwith the Korean SBERT embeddingmodel for the analysis. Next, the Python pack‑
age kiwipiepy was used for tokenizing. In the clustering process, hierarchical density‑
based spatial clustering of applications with noise (HBDSCAN) with built‑in BERTopic is
intended to operate on English data that have not been pre‑processed. This study used the
k‑means clustering model for the cluster algorithms to analyze the pre‑processed Korean
text dataset. Finally, the results of this analysis were translated from Korean into English.

4. Results
As a result of the topic modeling analysis, a total of 13 topics were extracted using the

BERTopic clustering algorithm, as shown in Table 1. The extracted topics were classified
into three types of expectation as suggested by the work of Ruef and Markard [40] for
analyzing hype. Those three types of expectations are specific expectations, generalized
expectations, and frames.

4.1. Extracted Topics
(1) Specific Expectations

Specific expectations deal with the expectations for the development of specific func‑
tions and systems for innovative technologies and their outcomes. This includes informa‑
tion and expectations regardingmetaverse‑related policies and projects. The first sub‑topic
is metaverse, the subject of the fourth industrial revolution. Tweets about the expectations
that fourth industrial revolution technologies, such as artificial intelligence, blockchain,
and Web 3.0, are being integrated into the metaverse are included (e.g., “Metaverse is at
the center of the 4th industrial revolution. Big tech companies are competitively present‑
ing business plans that incorporate metaverse, and various seminars and events are held
through metaverse platforms such as Zepeto and Getter Town.”).

The second sub‑topic is Korea, which leads themetaverse field. Tweets that convey in‑
formation about the Korean government’s active support and investment in the expansion
of the metaverse business and each local government’s attempts to utilize the metaverse
are included (e.g., “Establishing the Korea Metaverse Industry Association, which will be
the center of the estimated 31 trillion won in the metaverse market in 2025”; “Seoul city
collaborates with North Gyeongsang Province to promote the metaverse project.”).

The third sub‑topic is global companies leading the metaverse market. News about
the metaverse movements of big tech companies, such as Tesla, Apple, and Facebook, as
well as discussions on which companywill dominate the metaverse business, are included
(e.g., “Regarding the space expressed as metaverse, Apple, Meta, and MS seem to have
different models, and the market landscape will change depending on which company
persuades users well. Google doesn’t seem to be interested lol.”).
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Table 1. Number of tweets for each topic.

Framework of
Expectation Topic Label Topic

Proportion Topic Keywords Example Reactions on Twitter

Specific expectations 4th industrial revolution 16.90% base, utilize, education, global, expand,
contract, launch, economy, open,

Metaverse is at the center of the 4th industrial revolution. Big
tech companies are competitively presenting business plans
that incorporate metaverse, and various seminars and events
are held through metaverse platforms such as Zepeto and

Getter Town

Korea as metaverse leader 8.94%
Seoul, Korea, education, culture, Gyeongbuk,
first, Republic_of_korea, represent, utilize,

Lee_jae_myeong

Establishing the Korea Metaverse Industry Association,
which will be the center of the estimated 31 trillion won in

the metaverse market in 2025

Global leading company 2.10% economy, bitcoin, Tesla, market, currency,
Apple, Facebook, change, most, transaction

Regarding the space expressed as metaverse, Apple, Meta,
and MS seem to have different models, and the market
landscape will change depending on which company
persuades users well. Google doesn’t seem to be

interested lol

International trends 1.53% China, dollar, market, scale, Seoul, city, global,
economy, Japan, inducement

By 2025, the Chinese metaverse market will have grown
ten‑fold.

Relevance to social media 0.50%
Twitter, Facebook, change, Meta, tweet,

Zuckerberg, Musk, name, change,
company_name

Facebook in crisis change company name to Meta. It is
Metaverse all‑in. I didn’t know that Zuckerberg was so into

the Metaverse.

Generalized expectations Reaction to expectations 45.83% funny, sound, interesting, like, friend, feel,
cute, love, seriously, song

My friend says that if it’s fun, it’s a game, and if it’s not, it’s a
metaverse. It’s hell right, so I think of it and laugh every

time.; The metaverse will succeed, I felt it myself yesterday.
Human just needs it.

Expectations and cheers 8.65%
participate, thanks, underpin, interest,

exhibition, youtube, various, work, expect,
event

The issue I am interested in is that the metaverse is
developing again these days;

Differences from existing
content 4.84% contents, movie, feel, graphic, user, player,

most, real, enjoy, friend

This is the reason why MMORPGs like WoW are always
mentioned when describing the metaverse. You cannot

explain the metaverse by listing only technical elements. The
essence of the metaverse lies in culture and experience, while

technology helps.
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Table 1. Cont.

Framework of
Expectation Topic Label Topic

Proportion Topic Keywords Example Reactions on Twitter

Negative reactions 2.46% bloody, stop, hell, serious, sound, fail,
impound, date, wow, total

What the hell is that metaverse; what the metaverse is? how
is that different from a game, I don’t understand.

Market scale 1.64% Facebook, dollar, Apple, market, scale, change,
semiconductor, inducement, this_year, global

By 2030, the metaverse will reach a market size of $5 trillion
and continue to grow. The largest revenue are from

e‑commerce at $2.6 trillion, virtual learning at $70 billion,
advertising at $206 billion and games at $25 billion.

Frames Profitability of Metaverse 2.91% market, bitcoin, profit, economy, related_stock,
currency, rise, situation, fell, interest

A metaverse must be able to generate profits in that space. It
is not just about calling any game a metaverse. This is it,

talking about this and not mentioning Ethereum can be said
that you don’t know a single thing about the metaverse . . . .

Academic interest 2.61% study, friend, funny, professor, animal, feel,
interest, enjoy, like, picture

My professor also continuously said that the metaverse is a
concept that has existed before, and if you search for papers,
there are a lot of existing data, so it will be easy to write a
report if I find it well, and there are actually a lot of them.

Education 1.09% education, tree, participate, utilize, apply,
group, kids, campaign, recruit, course

Metaverse application in education that will change the
process of education that has not changed for 100 years
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The fourth sub‑topic concerns the international status of the metaverse. Information
onmetaverse‑related policies in each country is included (e.g., “By 2025, the Chinese meta‑
verse market will have grown ten‑fold.”; “Japanese cryptocurrency exchanges form an al‑
liance with the goal of becoming a metaverse leader.”).

The fifth sub‑topic concerns the metaverse and social media. A tweet about the issue
of Facebook changing its name to a meta was found (“Facebook in crisis change company
name to Meta. It is Metaverse all‑in. I didn’t know that Zuckerberg was so into the Meta‑
verse.”). Also, some users say that Twitter is related to the metaverse (“I’m really curious
about why Elon Musk buys Twitter stock. If he is thinking about the metaverse, shouldn’t
we also buy it?”).

(2) Generalized Expectations

Generalized expectations deal with discussions and developments in the overall tech‑
nical field and opportunities. Topics discussing the definition and prospects of the meta‑
verse were extracted from the results of this analysis. The first sub‑topic is the reaction
to expectations in the metaverse. Tweets were found in positive and negative reactions to
discourse about the metaverse (e.g., “My friend says that if it’s fun, it’s a game, and if it’s
not, it’s a metaverse. It’s hell right, so I think of it and laugh every time.”; “The metaverse
will succeed, I felt it myself yesterday. Human just needs it.”).

The second sub‑topic is expectations and support for the metaverse. Tweets express‑
ing expectations and interest in the metaverse (“The issue I am interested in is that the
metaverse is developing again these days.”) and positive reactions after experiencing the
metaverse service (“The trip to the metaverse gallery was really fun. I didn’t notice the
time passing, and when I looked at the work, two hours had passed. Thank you for giv‑
ing me a good time.”) were included. In addition, metaverse‑related non‑fungible token
(NFT) holders expressed their profit and project success expectations (e.g., “cheering for
the development and success of high‑quality 3D metaverse NFTs. More events please.”).

The third sub‑topic is the difference between the metaverse and existing content (e.g.,
video games or VR games). It includes discourses on what makes the metaverse different
from online games like MMORPGs (“This is the reason why MMORPGs like WoW are
always mentioned when describing the metaverse. You cannot explain the metaverse by
listing only technical elements. The essence of themetaverse lies in culture and experience,
while technology helps.”; “I think it’s probably distinguished by the presence or absence
of purpose. Each game has a goal presented by the developer, but themetaverse is missing
a lot of those elements [ . . . ]”). There were also tweets that refer to SF movies like “Ready
Player One” to demonstrate the metaverse (“I watched the Ready Play One movie and I
had so much fun thinking, “This is almost the near future.” This was released in 2018, but
after 21 years and 3 years, a metaverse like Ready Play One is actually going to be built.
No, it’s already started . . . ”).

The fourth sub‑topic is negative reactions to the metaverse. This includes tweets from
users claiming that the metaverse is nothing new or that they find it boring (e.g., “what
the hell is that metaverse”; “damn the metaverse”; “what the metaverse is? how is that
different from a game, I don’t understand.”).

The fifth sub‑topic concerns the metaverse market scale. It includes tweets discussing
the growth and scale of investment in the metaverse market and expectations for new op‑
portunities in the field (e.g., “Themetaverseworld is coming. A newgrowth engine follow‑
ing semiconductors and batteries [ . . . ]”; “By 2030, the metaverse will reach a market size
of $5 trillion and continue to grow. The largest revenue is from e‑commerce at $2.6 trillion,
virtual learning at $70 billion, advertising at $206 billion and games at $25 billion.”).

(3) Frames

The frames are the expectations of new technological fields in terms of social, political,
and economic aspects. This theme encompasses expectations on how the metaverse will
be utilized in economics, academics, and education. The first frame concerns the economic
potential of the metaverse. Tweets on how the metaverse could provide individuals with
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economic income and investment opportunities were included (e.g., “Ametaverse must be
able to generate profits. It is not just about calling any game a metaverse. [ . . . ].”; “Even
common mmorpgs are metaverse if you insist on it, but they have no productivity. They
don’t give any benefit to my profit or reality lol. But now I can sell items I’ve made and
exchange them for real money [ . . . ]”).

The second sub‑topic is academic interest in the metaverse. Twitter users showed
their interest in studying the metaverse (e.g., “My professor also continuously said that
the metaverse is a concept that has existed before, and if you search for papers, there are
a lot of existing data, so it will be easy to write a report if I find it well, and there are
actually a lot of them.”; “In order not to be eaten up by the new concept platform called
the metaverse, I have to study, but I wonder if I can do it.”).

The third sub‑topic concerns education using the metaverse. It includes the expecta‑
tion that themetaverse will become a new environment for non‑face‑to‑face education and
cases were described in which local governments, universities, and companies have used
themetaverse for education (e.g., “Metaverse application in education that will change the
process of education that has not changed for 100 years.”; The GyeongnamOffice of Educa‑
tion provided instruction on how to use the metaverse when developing career education
resources for students.”).

4.2. Topic Proportions and Relations over Time
To answer research question two and thereafter determine whether timely patterns

impacted topic proportions, the distribution of the extracted topics over timewas analyzed.
Figure 4 shows the frequency of the total number of tweets over time, and Figure 4a–c
show the frequency of the number of tweets for each topic. Tweets including the keyword
“metaverse” began to rise inMarch 2021 and continued to rise gradually until August 2021.
The market scale topic increased significantly in March 2021 in response to the debut of
Roblox, known as a representative metaverse game, on 10 March 2021. Before May 2021,
topics about the “4th Industrial Revolution” accounted for the largest number of tweets.
After May 2021, however, the topic of reaction to expectations to the metaverse recorded
the greatest number of tweets.

In October 2021, the total number of tweets increased significantly. During this time,
tweets about “reaction to expectations” to the metaverse surged. Until September 2021,
on this topic, there were reactions about public interest in the metaverse, such as “In fact,
I never imagined that the metaverse would be so popular”. There was also a response
that the metaverse is a technology that does not yet exist (e.g., “Even, Nvidia is looking
at commercializing the metaverse for at least 20 years, the metaverse that entrepreneurs
are currently discussing is rubbish.”). From October 2021, the number of responses from
peoplewho experiencedmetaverse‑related services increased rapidly (e.g., “it’s too hard to
play themetaverse, I’mnot used tomoving [ . . . ]”; “PlayingMetaverse is quite challenging.
I’m unable to change point of view [ . . . ]”; “I had to give up accessing Metaverse concert
after crashing 3 times, but it was fun lol. I couldn’t hear the sound well, but first of all, this
was the first hip‑hop concert I went to and I can see people dancing in the air [ . . . ]”).

The overall number of tweets would surge and reach a peak in November 2021. Dur‑
ing this period, topics such as “difference from existing contents”, “profitability”, and “rel‑
evance to social media” increased significantly, as well as “reaction to expectations”. One
of the reasons for this surge is that, on 28 October 2021, Facebook declared that it would
change its name to Meta. In this regard, in relation to social media, there were tweets such
as “Facebook bet everything onMetaverse and changed its name toMeta because it knows
that Metaverse will surely become the next‑generation SNS in the future [ . . . ]”.
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Subsequently, the total number of tweets declined significantly by December 2021.
The topic that showed the steepest decline was relevance to social media, which seems to
reflect the reduced interest in Facebook’s name change. The topic that showed the least
decline was “negative reaction”, which contained tweets containing short, negative reac‑
tions about the metaverse (e.g., “NOMETAVERSE”, “STOP THEMETAVERSE”). It seems
that the negative reactions that formed after intensive attention in the metaverse continue.
The only “international trends” topic increased rather than decreased until December 2021.
This seems to be a response to issues such as China‑related metaverse regulation (e.g.,
“China started regulating P2E metaverse games linked to blockchain”).

After that, the total number of tweets decreased moderately and then slightly in‑
creased again in February 2022. During this time, many skeptical tweets about the meta‑
verse appeared. In the “profitability” topic, which showed a large increase at this time,
there were tweets saying that the metaverse was just a commercial concept for firms (such
as “[ . . . ] I think itmight be ok for investment, but I think it’s nothingmore or less than that.
Metaverse is not a big deal, I don’t think it was a new idea or an invention at all [ . . . ]”;
“[ . . . ] I still don’t know the fundamental reason why everyone is crazy about the meta‑
verse, I think it’s a wingman trying to create a new flow of money [ . . . ]”). The downward
trend continued until August 2022, at the end of data collection.

Furthermore, the distributions of the number of tweets for each expectation frame‑
work over time were analyzed (see Figure 5). The temporal patterns of the generalized
expectations and frames were similar. However, the flow of specific expectations showed
a difference, andmore tweetswere distributed fromMarch to September 2021. The specific
expectation showed a relatively small rise in October and November 2021. In addition, ex‑
pectations showed a relatively small rise until it reached its peak inNovember 2021. Nearly
20% of tweetswere on generalized expectations and frames themeswhichwere distributed
in November 2021, while only 11.8% were on specific expectations.
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5. Discussion
This study tracks and analyzes the hype of the metaverse in the Korean context. Twit‑

ter data spanning two years, from September 2020 to August 2022, were analyzed to de‑
termine what kind of discourse exists about the metaverse and how this discourse has
changed over those two years. The hype cycle and expectation framework were used as
theoretical lenses to analyze the results.

To answer RQ1, tweets related to the metaverse were collected and analyzed to ex‑
tract main topics. The extracted topics were classified into three expectation framework
themes. The theme with the highest proportion was generalized expectations. The sub‑
topic “reaction to expectations” accounts for 45% of all tweets. This is because instead of
acting in accordance with underlying technological advances, public actors in hype (i.e.,
technology adopters) respond to the expectations of other actors [7]. In other words, Twit‑
ter users did not express direct expectations and opinions about the metaverse but reacted
to the discourse formed about it.

Specific expectations included approximately 30% of the tweets. This theme primar‑
ily covers tweets concerning government and business projects related to the metaverse.
This result confirms the findings of previous research that Twitter users tend to seek out
and share information. In the early stages of technological development, innovation ac‑
tors such as governments and businesses deliberately inflate expectations to attract public
interest and investment [7]. In particular, the Korean government has actively supported
and invested in the metaverse field to become a leading country in this field [21]. This
implies that hype was created as Twitter users commented on or reacted to this news.

In the case of frames, a small percentage of tweets were included, at 6.6%. While
frames comprise the expectation for the use and debate of technology in social and eco‑
nomic areas, the metaverse is still in its infancy; therefore, these precise utilization plans
and expectations appear to be limited. In addition, according to the case study of Van
Lente et al. [8], frames mainly include issues such as ethical debates and social regulations
about technology. Still, the metaverse is a technology that has not yet materialized, so
these social debates seem to be relatively few.

To answer RQ2, this study analyzed the temporal patterns of the extracted topics and
themes. Consequently, hype dynamics were observed. In terms of overall tweet count
frequency, there was a pronounced peak in November 2021. In terms of the tweet distri‑
bution of each theme, specific expectations showed a relatively high distribution of tweets
compared to the other two themes from March to September 2021. However, in the two
surges in October and November 2021, generalized expectations and frames represent a
very strong rise compared with specific expectations. This implies that the pre‑emptive
and intentional expectations of the metaverse (i.e., specific expectations) by governments
and corporations shape and fuel the expectations of innovation adopters (i.e., generalized
expectations and frames).
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In this context, the decline in the number of tweets since the peak in November 2021
is due to public disappointment and a drop in interest, as expectations inflated by govern‑
ments and businesses have not been met. This is implied by a relatively high percentage
of tweets on the topic “negative reaction” during the decline period.

Based on this analysis, it can be argued that the hype of the metaverse from the user’s
point of view in Korea entered the disappointment phase after the peak.

5.1. Theoretical Contributions
This study analyzed the hype dynamics of themetaverse by analyzing Twitter content.

The theoretical contributions of this study are as follows. First, it analyzed the metaverse
hype from the user’s perspective. According to previous research, hype measurement re‑
quires data from different sources for different stakeholders. Lee [19] analyzed news and
research articles using a topic modeling methodology to measure hype for the metaverse.
However, in Lee’s study, only search traffic from the user’s perspective was considered,
and user‑generated discourse analysis was limited. To fill this gap, this study qualitatively
explored users’ hype by performing content analysis on tweets.

Second, this study analyzed specific hype in the Korean context. The hype for the
metaverse in Korea was predicted to be over‑enthusiastic compared to other countries
through government‑led projects. This was confirmed through an analysis of the tweet
data generated in Korea. Therefore, the results of this study suggest that the future anal‑
ysis of hype should not only be measured differently depending on specific stakeholders
but should also be approached differently depending on cultural backgrounds, such as
countries/regions.

The literature on recent information systems has seen an increase in data‑driven re‑
search using techniques from computer science, such as text mining, owing to the avail‑
ability and simplicity of access to data through open APIs and other tools [24]. Most of the
data‑driven research, however, only describes what is concealed behind the data; recent
research calls for a theoretical discussion through data analysis [24]. This study makes a
theoretical contribution to this emerging research stream by understanding the public’s ex‑
pectations based on academic discussions of hype in science, technology, and innovation
studies [41].

5.2. Practical Contributions
Our study contributes to the literature by understanding how the hype of individuals

surrounding the metaverse was formed and changed in social media. This can help indus‑
try and policy managers track the process of technological innovation and the creation of
hype. In particular, this study’s results revealed that the temporal patterns of tweets for
each theme of expectation differed, suggesting that thiswas similar to the cause of hype. To
measure hype for a particular technology, practitioners will have to monitor social media
and consider the type of user response.

Meanwhile, the results of this study provide scientific insight on how the public is
responding to the metaverse. Most of the discourse is a response to expectations, implying
that the current interest in the metaverse is the interest itself.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research
Our research has some limitations. The data used for analysis include tweets from

two years, from September 2020 to August 2022. Although hype dynamics were observed
in this study, long‑term follow‑up of the hype pattern is required because the metaverse is
still in its infancy [42]. In 2022, Gartner identified key emerging technologies, and themeta‑
verse entered the hype cycle for the first time [43]. According to Gartner’s hype cycle, the
metaverse is in the innovation trigger stage, and it is predicted that it will take more than
ten years to enter the plateau of productivity. Therefore, future studies could investigate
whether the hype dynamics explored in this study are valid.
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Future studies should also compare the responses given by users of other SNS. Face‑
book, for example, has no limit on the length of a post, allowing users not only to respond
briefly to an issue but also to give detailed opinions and arguments. Therefore, future
research using other social media platforms, such as Facebook, will be able to explore in‑
dividual descriptive responses to the metaverse.
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